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IMPORTANT DECISIONS

Additional evidence in revision - In exercise of its inherent powers Court
can admit additional evidence, particularly when subsequent event is brought to
notice of Court. (Allahabad) 199

Adjournment - Plea that counsel is out of station - Not a good ground to
seek adjournment. (S.C.) 768

Adverse possession and inheritance - These are two inconsistent
alternative pleas which are not permissible. (Allahabad) 433

Adverse possession - Alternative pleas of title and adverse possession -
Plea of title pursuant to a sale document defeats the plea of adverse possession.

(S.C.) 213

Adverse possession - Pleas on title and adverse possession are mutually
inconsistent and latter does not begin to operate until former is renounced.

(H.P.) 182

Agreement to sell - Relief of specific performance granted without there
being specific prayer in the plaint - High Court justified in reversing the judgment
and order granting relief of specific performance of agreement to sell. (S.C.) 533

Agreement to sell - Advance amount cannot be forfeited by merely relying
upon clause in the agreement entitling forfeiture of advance amount, in absence of
proof of loss caused on account of breach by plaintiff. (Delhi) 101

Agreement to sell - Agreement with tenant - Jural relationship of landlord
and tenant - None of the nine conditions of agreement intended to surrender tenancy
rights - Tenancy remained unaffected. (S.C.) 787

Agreement to sell - Issuance of legal notice does not lead to conclusion
that plaintiff was always ready and willing to perform his part of contract from the
date of agreement to sell till date of filing of suit. (S.C.) 175

Agreement to sell - Once readiness and willingness not proved, earnest
money is deemed to have been forfeited. (P&H) 691

Agreement to sell - Plaintiff just paid about 9% to 10% of total sale
consideration - Plaintiff not entitled to discretionary relief of specific performance.

(Delhi) 237

Agreement to sell - Plaintiff not in possession of agreement to sell when
he visited office of Sub Registrar to execute sale deed - Not pleaded in plaint that
agreement is lost - Loss of agreement for first time reported only after direction to
produce original - Existence of agreement itself is doubtful. (P&H) 777

Agreement to sell - Relief of specific performance not granted - Earnest
money ordered to be paid back to plaintiff with interest. (S.C.) 018

Agreement to sell - Specific performance - 4.5% of total sale consideration
paid - Relief of specific performance ought not be granted where only nominal
amount is paid. (Delhi) 402

Agreement to sell - Specific performance - Defendant cannot be allowed
to take undue advantage of his wrongs. (Bombay) 329

Agreement to sell - Specific performance - Delivery of possession -
Absence of specific stipulation in agreement - Unless contrary is proved, it must
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be deemed that seller has impliedly agreed to deliver possession of property to
purchaser, upon execution of sale deed. (Bombay) 511

Agreement to sell - To avail relief of specific performance, parties need to
plead and prove all statutory requirements prescribed under provisions of act and
Forms 47/48 of Appendix A to C of CPC. (S.C.) 813

Amendment of plaint at the instance of defendant in a suit for partition
- Not permissible. (T&A) 413

Amendment of plaint - Allowed - Defendant has right to file amended
written statement to the amended plaint. (H.P.) 548

Clean hands - Plaintiff who has not come to Court with clean hands is not
entitled to any relief from the Court. (Allahabad) 484

Comparison of disputed signatures - Challenging genuineness of Will
amounts to challenging genuineness of signatures. (S.C.) 001

Condonation of delay - Application filed with incorrect facts - Appellants
negligent in pursuing the matter - Condonation of delay rightly refused.

(S.C.) 166

Consent decree - Challenge to decree - Plea of self acquired property - In
a Joint Hindu Family, self-acquired property once put in common hotch-potch, it
gets blended with the Joint Hindu Family and family settlement even with regard to
property which was self-acquired is permissible. (P&H) 151

Consent decree - Decree passed within few days of institution of suit -
Once no fraud is established and even if decree was passed by Court within a short
period, that would not make correctness of the judgment and decree doubtful
particularly when they are all members of the family. (P&H) 151

Consumer complaint - Arbitration agreement between parties - Consumer
complaint can be proceeded with despite there being an arbitration agreement
between the parties. (S.C.) 726

Contempt - If any party gives an undertaking to Court to vacate the premises,
from which, he is liable to be vacated, any breach of the same would amount to
contempt. (Madras) 177

Correction in judgment and decree and amendment of plaint - If plaint
involved some omission, the same can be rectified - Order allowing amendment of
plaint and correction in judgment and decree, upheld. (P&H) 042

Counter claim - Additional defendants - Additional defendants allowed to
be impleaded in the counter claim and not in the plaint. (Kerala) 081

Counter claim - Counter claim cannot be taken into consideration unless
contents thereof are verified. (P&H) 753

Co-owners - One co-owner can seek eviction of tenant if not opposed by
other co-owners and not when opposed by other co-owners. (Delhi) 064

Cross examination - In summary proceedings normally cross examination
is not permitted - In case it is permitted, valid reasons are to be given.

(Allahabad) 838

Deletion of name of defendant No.2 as party - His name cannot be deleted
merely on the ground that no relief is sought against him. (Allahabad) 552
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Dishonour of cheque - Accused without himself entering into witness box,
seeking sending of cheque to Handwriting expert - Application cannot be allowed.

(Bombay) 141

Dishonour of cheque - Company - Notice served upon Managing Director
- Complaint against company - Mere irregularity. (Delhi) 716

Dishonour of cheque - Complaint filed based on second statutory notice -
Not barred. (S.C.) 299

Dishonour of cheque - Compromise - Deposit of 10% cheque amount - It
is for accused to deposit said amount. (Rajasthan) 395

Dishonour of cheque - Friendly loan of Rs.15 lakhs by Income Tax
practitioner to his client - Blank signed cheque issued for its repayment - Loan
advanced not by cheque or demand draft or RTGS and without obtaining any
writing to this effect - Such loan not shown in the income tax return of complainant
- Held, (a) Fiduciary relationship between payee of cheque and its drawer would
not disentitle payee to the benefit of presumption u/s 139 of the Act, in the absence
of evidence of exercise of undue influence or coercion which is not the case of
accused in the instant case ; (b) it is immaterial that cheque may have been filled by
any person other than the drawer, if the cheque is duly signed by the drawer; (c)
Blank cheque leaf, voluntarily signed and handed over by accused, which is towards
some payment, would attract presumption u/s 139 of the Act in the absence of any
cogent evidence to show that cheque was not issued in discharge of a debt; (d)
Fact that loan is not advanced by a cheque or demand draft or a receipt not obtained,
makes no difference - Fact that accused had given signed blank cheque to
complainant shows that initially there was mutual trust and faith between them -
High Court patently erred in holding that burden was on complainant to prove that
he had advanced the loan and blank signed cheque was given to him in repayment
of the same - Accused convicted. (S.C.) 580

Dishonour of cheque - Friendly loan - Date of advancement of loan and
issuance of cheque not mentioned in complaint as well as affidavit of complainant
- Neither any written agreement was executed between parties nor income tax
return of complainant reflected as to advancement of loan - Complainant did not
know accused personally - Accused rightly acquitted. (Delhi) 786

Dishonour of cheque - Issuance of signed blank cheque - Subsequent
filling in of an unfilled signed cheque is not an alteration. (S.C.) 580

Dishonour of cheque - It is not necessary that entire cheque has to be
filled by accused to raise the presumption - It is sufficient that cheque is signed by
accused. (Bombay) 141

Dishonour of cheque - Offence by company - Complaint against Director
of company without company arraigned as an accused is not maintainable -
Company cannot be arraigned as an accused now when notice of demand is not
issued to company - Complaint quashed. (S.C.) 809

Dishonour of cheques - Three cases - Same parties - Clubbing of cases -
S.219 Cr.P.C. applies only to warrant cases and not to summons cases where no
charges are framed. (Rajasthan) 377

Divorce by mutual consent - Parties deciding to live together after passing
of decree for better future of their child - Decree of divorce by mutual consent, set
aside. (P&H) 498

Divorce by mutual consent - Parties re-united and starting living together
after passing of decree - Appeal to set aside decree on basis of subsequent event is
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not maintainable - Parties to approach the same Court which passed decree - It will
always be open to said Court to set aside decree on basis of subsequent event
which will be in the larger interest not only for the spouses but it would be beneficial
for the betterment and welfare of minor children born out of the wedlock.

(P&H) 173

Divorce petition - Transfer of petition - Wife initiated different proceedings
relating to matrimonial dispute at Jalandhar - Husband filed petition for divorce at
Ludhiana - Wife having no independent source of income - Petition transferred to
Court at Jalandhar. (P&H) 004

Divorce - Mental cruelty - Filing of false complaint against husband u/s
498-A IPC - Admission by wife that she herself and her children turned hostile to
prosecution resulting acquittal of husband - Prima facie shows the way in which
he was subjected to cruelty challenging his dignity - Divorce granted to husband.

(Kerala) 539

Divorce - Mental cruelty - Cannot be condoned on a later point of time as it
will remain in the mind of husband as an incurable injury - Husband entitled to
decree of divorce. (Kerala) 539

Domestic Violence - Right of wife to reside in matrimonial home - It is not
sufficient to merely show that house in which wife claims residence is a shared
household, in addition she has to show that her husband has a right in the property.
(Delhi) 362

Domestic violence - Economic abuse - Comes within ambit of domestic
violence. (Delhi) 202

Election petition - Rejection - Petition allowed to be withdrawn with liberty
to file fresh petition - Fresh petition filed beyond statutory period of 30 days -
Liberty to file fresh petition cannot obviate the bar of limitation - Period of 30 days
cannot be extended - Provision of S.14 of Limitation Act is clearly excluded -
Election petition rejected. (S.C.) 269

Ex parte decree - Setting aside - Amount deposited as per order of Court -
Shows bona fide - Ex parte decree set aside. (S.C.) 367

Execution - Joint decree holders - One decree holder can file execution
application for the benefit of all others. (Allahabad) 615

Execution - Lack of territorial jurisdiction in Court passing decree - An
enquiry into jurisdiction of Court which passed decree should not be confused
with validity of decree on merits - Order rejecting objections set aside.

(Jharkhand) 345

Execution - Limitation - Judgment of trial Court affirmed by First Appellate
Court and was further affirmed by Second Appellate Court - Decree passed by
High Court becomes enforceable. (S.C.) 844

Expert opinion - Cannot be considered in isolation of other evidence on
record - It cannot be sole basis of either decreeing or dismissing suit.

(Allahabad) 852

Family Court - Rigors of Evidence Act, do not apply on all fours, in a
proceeding before Family Court. (Jharkhand) 460

Gift - When gift is incomplete and title remains with donor the deed of gift
might be cancelled. (S.C.) 280

Indigent person - Permission declined to institute suit as indigent person -
Not a bar to file appeal as an indigent person. (S.C.) 840
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Injunction - Co-sharer - Once plaintiff himself raised construction over
one portion of land, he cannot raise objection, if any, qua construction on other
portion of land, by defendants. (H.P.) 793

Injunction - Entire suit based on an agreement to sell - No prayer for grant
of specific performance - In the absence of main relief, i.e. specific performance
of contract, no ancillary relief in the form of an injunction can be granted.

(Gujarat) 654

Injunction - Plaintiff must show his lawful possession - Plaintiff not paid
rent for more than fifteen years cannot be said his possession is lawful possession
entitling him to grant of permanent injunction. (S.C.) 847

Interim maintenance - Order passed u/s 24 Hindu Marriage Act or order
passed by Family Court and enforceable u/s 18 of Family Courts Act - Execution
- Limitation is 12 years. (Bombay) 397

Landlord and tenant relationship - Issue decided by Rent Controller -
Same issue cannot be reagitated all over again in a civil suit - Suit dismissed in
exercise of inherent power u/s 151 CPC. (Delhi) 302

Landlord tenant relationship - Decided in favour of plaintiff but suit
dismissed - Appeal by plaintiff - Finding of relationship of landlord and tenant
neither challenged by landlord nor by tenant by filing cross objections - Order of
Appellate Court reversing said finding against landlord, erroneous. (S.C.) 010

Lease and ownership - Both the pleas cannot be taken up at the same time.
(H.P.) 379

License - It can be oral. (Chhattisgarh) 438

Limitation - Decree stayed - Limitation would begun to run only after stay
is vacated. (Rajasthan) 554

Limitation - S.14 Limitation Act has no application in a case where suit is
dismissed after adjudication on merits and not because Court was unable to entertain
it due to lack of jurisdiction. (M.P.) 817

Maintenance to mother - Petition against son - (i) Petition against one son
alone is maintainable; (ii) There is no requirement that all children are required to be
made parties; (iii) mother can file application for maintenance through her constituted
attorney. (Bombay) 680

Maintenance u/s 125 Cr.P.C. - Condition imposed while allowing cross
examination - Impugned order set aside. (P&H) 124

Maintenance u/s 125 Cr.P.C. - Even assuming that appellant is not the
legally wedded wife and therefore not entitled to maintenance u/s 125 Cr.P.C. has
efficacious remedy to seek maintenance under the provisions of Domestic Violence
Act. (S.C.) 458

Maintenance u/s 125 Cr.P.C. - Strict standard of proof of marriage not
necessary in such proceedings. (S.C.) 562

Maintenance - Evidence by way of affidavit - Cross examination of witness
- Provisions of Ss.15 & 16 of Family Courts do not render evidence taken on
affidavits to be illegal - However, a witness has to be subjected to cross examination
and that right has to be given and cannot be closed. (P&H) 209

Maintenance - Marriage - Law presumes in favour of marriage and against
concubinage when a man and woman cohabit continuously for a number of years.

(S.C.) 562
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Malicious prosecution - Compensation - No complaint with regard to
custodial torture - It is mental agony which a person undergoes when he is confined
within the four walls of a police station or lock up - There may not be infliction of
physical pain but definitely there is mental torment. (S.C.) 284

Mandatory injunction - Revocation of licence - Purchase of 3-3/4 share
out of 7 Marlas - Plaintiff became co-sharer - Remedy for him is to seek separate
possession by way of partition - Till then he cannot seek ejectment of defendant by
branding him licensee - Suit is not maintainable. (P&H) 274

Matrimonial dispute - Suit for realisation of value of gold ornaments
entrusted to husband at the time of marriage - It is a matrimonial dispute - Defence
of husband can be struck off when he makes wilful default in complying with an
order passed by a competent Court u/s 125 Cr.P.C. (Kerala) 262

Medical report - Not possible for doctor to come to Court due to his illness
- As per S.32 of Evidence Act, certificate granted by Doctor can be relied upon.

(Madras) 781

Non appearance of plaintiff in the witness box - Adverse inference can
only be drawn if evidence available on file is not sufficient. (P&H) 451

Notice - Law on service of notice by refusal by registered post sent on
correct address is well settled. (Allahabad) 186

Ownership - Merely on getting electric connection or water connection,
ownership in the immovable property does not get transferred. (P&H) 268

Ownership - Proof - Documents of permissions granted by municipality,
property tax assessment papers, tax receipts and extract of the Book of Endowments
imply possession but cannot be relied to confer title upon the holder. (S.C.) 598

Plot - Appellant caused loss, inconvenience and mental harassment to the
respondent while completing construction - Compensation awarded - Order upheld.

(S.C.) 095

Plot - Allotment - Re-auction ordered as (a) Adequate publicity not given;
(b) Keeping in view the value and potential of land vide publicity should have been
given with the sole object to attract participation of more and more persons; (c)
Error in fixing reserve price at a very less amount - Adequate conditions be provided
so that auction process become transparent. (S.C.) 806

Possession - Suit u/s 6 Specific Relief Act - Failure to prove possession -
Suit not maintainable. (Calcutta) 388

Primary evidence - Two copies prepared and signed by parties - Each
copy is primary evidence. (P&H) 795

Promissory note - Alteration in date and month - It is material alteration -
Plaintiff not entitled to any relief on the basis of said void instrument.

(Madras) 443

Proof beyond pleadings - Witness already examined - Plea to be raised at
the time of final arguments and trial Court essentially has to consider these aspects.

(Delhi) 016

Quit notice - Prior to expiry of lease period - Landlord can terminate tenancy
by way of serving notice u/s 106 of the Act even before the time of tenancy is
over. (Rajasthan) 815

Recall of a witness to fill up a gap - Not permissible. (T&A) 206
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Recall of a witness - Primarily to enable Court to clarify any issue or
doubt, by recalling any witness either suo motu, or at the request of any party, so
that Court itself can put questions and elicit answers. (Delhi) 020

Record of rights - Presumption of truth is attached to record of rights and
it is rebuttable only by cogent and reliable evidence. (H.P.) 379

Registered sale deed - Mutation - Not necessary to vest title in the purchaser
- Title passes in favour of purchaser on execution of sale deed - Mutation neither
confers any title nor is a document of title. (P&H) 451

Registered transfer deed - Error/mistake in annexure - An inadvertent
error or mistake in the annexure having no substantive effect on the main document
cannot result in invalidating the registered document. (P&H) 428

Rejection of plaint - Partial rejection of plaint - Not permissible.
(Calcutta) 568

Rejection of plaint - Barred by any law - Means Legislative law as well as
law declared by Courts. (Allahabad) 484

Rejection of plaint - Inordinate delay and laches on part of plaintiff - Not
a ground for rejection of plaint. (S.C.) 467

Rejection of plaint - Plaint filed by playing fraud upon Court by making
concealment of relevant facts from Court - Plaint rejected. (Allahabad) 484

Rejection of plaint - Suit for specific performance - Issue as to when
plaintiff had noticed refusal is an issue which can be adjudicated after trial -
Application dismissed. (S.C.) 467

Rejection of plaint - Without there being an application - Order rejecting
plaint set aside. (Madras) 425

Remand - Only when Subordinate Court has failed to decide some material
issues arising in the case or there is some procedural lacuna noticed in the trial,
which has adversely affected the rights of the parties or when some additional
evidence is considered necessary to decide the suit. (S.C.) 693

Rent & Eviction - Bona fide requirement for business of son - Son not
employed - Son involved in business in the mean time - Son not to sit idle till
eviction petition is decided - Order of eviction upheld. (S.C.) 830

Representative suit - Plaint when amended - It is mandatory that there
should be a further compliance of requirement U.O.1.R.8(2) CPC for the amended
plaint. (Kerala) 846

Return of plaint - At the time of registration of suit Court has no power to
venture into merits of the matter or possible disputed issues. (T&A) 037

Sale deed - Registrar has no authority to cancel it after registration of sale
deed - It is only the Court which has power to cancel an instrument.

(Allahabad) 087

Sale deed - Registration of sale deed carries with it a presumption that it
was validly executed. (S.C.) 643

Scribe - Typist - Not required to maintain register - However, once a typist
is scribing documents, then such typist is performing the duties/functions of a
professional scribe, hence, ought to have maintained a register which a licensed
professional scribe is required to maintain. (P&H) 777

xix
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Second appeal - Even when findings of trial Court and First Appellate Court
are perverse it is obligatory to first formulate appropriate substantial question of
law. (S.C.) 612

Secondary evidence - Certified copy of registered sale deed is admissible
as secondary evidence. (Rajasthan) 054

Secondary evidence - Order framing issues to decide application for
secondary evidence, upheld. (H.P.) 375

Senior Citizens - Eviction petition exclusively against daughter-in-law,
whose husband is alive, is not maintainable. (P&H) 516

Specific performance - Extension of time to deposit balance sale
consideration - Refused - Court can direct refund of advance money received by
defendant. (T&A) 219

Striking off defence - Tenant paid rent even though a little late - Defence
should normally not be struck off at a very belated stage when evidence was led
after exchange of pleadings - Order striking of defence of tenant set aside.

(Allahabad) 392

Will - At the top of page No.3 page No.7 written - Number of item on page
No.2 and 3 in continuation - Such small inadvertent error would not make Will
suspicious. (P&H) 194

Will - Courts should not normally declare Will to be surrounded by suspicious
circumstances once execution thereof is proved. (P&H) 795

Will - Executed in 1970 - Testator was in Army from 1960-1979 - Highly
improbable of rendering any service to testator - Moreover testator was Sarpanch
of village and owned 12 Killas of land - It is highly improbable that he depended on
defendants who are neither related to testator nor even belong to same community
- Due execution and genuineness of Will not proved. (S.C.) 618
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